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Abstract—Vehicular network has been recently used to
achieve high efficient and flexible traffic scheduling at in-
tersection roads for smart transportation systems. Different
from existing works, where traffic signal is used to sched-
ule waiting vehicles at each lane, we propose to divide ve-
hicles in the same lane into small groups and schedule
vehicle groups via wireless communication rather than traf-
fic lights. Such direct scheduling of vehicles can reduce
waiting time and improve fairness, especially when the traf-
fic volume in different lanes is imbalanced. The key chal-
lenge in such a design lies in determining appropriate size of
groups with respect to real-time traffic conditions. To cope
with this issue, we propose a neuro-fuzzy network-based
grouping mechanism, where the network is trained using
reinforcement learning technique. Also, vehicle groups are
scheduled via a neuro-fuzzy network. Simulations using ns3
are conducted to evaluate the performance of our algorithm
and compare it with similar works. The results show that our
algorithm can reduce waiting time and at the same time im-
prove fairness in various cases, and the advantage against
traffic light algorithms can be up to 40%.

Index Terms—Fuzzy neural networks, intelligent trans-
portation system (ITS), intersection control, machine learn-
ing, Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs).

I. INTRODUCTION

V EHICULAR networks, especially Vehicular Ad hoc NET-
work (VANET) [8], [16], have been recently considered

in intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [15] to achieve high
accuracy, efficiency, and flexibility. Among others, intersection
control has been always a key issue in ITS for the construction
of smart cities. The key point is how to schedule traffic signal ef-
ficiently according to traffic volume information so as to reduce
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waiting time and improve fairness. Most existing works on in-
tersection control adopt traffic light-based approach, including
fixed rotation of green light [17], and traffic detector-based adap-
tive scheduling [3], [18].

VANET-based intersection control is a new approach devel-
oped recently [5], [7]. With VANETs, one vehicle can commu-
nicate with other vehicles (V2V) or infrastructures (V2I) via
wireless links. Then, mobility state information of individual
vehicles, e.g., id, speed, and position, can be collected and inte-
grated into traffic signal scheduling. Therefore, VANET-based
intersection control algorithms are more flexible and efficient
than detector-based ones.

Our algorithm is also VANET based, where V2I communica-
tions are used to collect vehicles’ mobility information. How-
ever, different from existing works, which schedule vehicles
indirectly via traffic lights, we schedule vehicles directly via
wireless communications between the controller and vehicles.
More importantly, we propose to group waiting vehicles in the
same lane and scheduling them in the granularity of group.

Our design has two major advantages against existing algo-
rithms. First, group-based scheduling reduces average waiting
time (AWT), especially when traffic flows in concurrent lanes
are imbalanced or the flow varies largely from time to time. By
grouping vehicles dynamically in a real-time way, vehicles in
concurrent lanes are divided into groups with similar size, and
more concurrent passing is enabled so as to improve system
efficiency. Second, group-based scheduling improves fairness.
With groups, vehicles arriving much later than previous vehi-
cles in the same lane will be divided into a new group and not
scheduled together with previous vehicles.

However, grouping vehicles is not a trivial task due to the dy-
namics of traffic conditions. To achieve high efficiency, groups
at concurrent lanes should have similar size. On the other hand,
vehicles with much different arrival time should be grouped into
different groups so as to improve fairness. Therefore, grouping
must be done with various factors considered in real-time way.
To cope with such challenges, we adopt the approach of neuro-
fuzzy control [1], which combines the advantage of fuzzy logic
and neural network. Since the desired output is usually unavail-
able in traffic control, network training before deployment is
impossible. Therefore, we use reinforcement learning [13] to
adjust the parameters in the neural network, which does not
require a training procedure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II re-
views existing intersection control algorithms, especially those
based on VANETs. The system model assumed is presented in
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Section III. Section IV describes our intersection control algo-
rithm, including system architecture, fuzzy rules, and detailed
operations in grouping and scheduling. Performance evaluation
is reported in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper
with future directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Most existing works on intersection control are traffic signal
based [3], [17] and the key issue is to determine a good signal
scheduling plan. Signal scheduling can be modeled as a combi-
natorial optimization problem and the optimal scheduling plan
can be calculated via various methods such as branch-and-bound
[11] and linear programming [12]. Unfortunately, due to the dy-
namics of traffic load, traffic control systems are large complex
nonlinear stochastic systems, so determining the optimal time
of green light is very hard even if not impossible.

To cope with the complexity of traffic dynamics, mathematic
models and computational intelligence [17] have been widely
used in traffic signal scheduling and many algorithms have been
proposed, including genetic-based algorithms [10], fuzzy logic-
based algorithms [14], neuro-fuzzy-based algorithm [2], and
machine learning-based algorithms [13]. These algorithms fo-
cus on how to reduce the waiting time upon real-time traffic
volume information, with either an isolated intersection or net-
work of intersections considered. VANET has also been used
in traffic signal scheduling to collect detailed vehicle informa-
tion, including id, speed, and position. With such information,
accurate and efficient scheduling can be achieved [7], [13].

Besides traffic signal scheduling, autonomous vehicle con-
trolling via agent [4] or maneuver manipulation [6], [9] have also
been studied. Without using a traffic signal, such approaches cal-
culate the optimal trajectory for each vehicle so that vehicles can
safely pass the intersection without colliding with each other.
Since the speed and position of each vehicle need to be accu-
rately calculated, the optimization is very complex, especially
when the number of vehicles is large.

Our traffic control system also assumes autonomous vehi-
cles. However, different from the existing works, our algorithm
adopts neuro-fuzzy network to schedule vehicles and optimize
scheduling strategy. With the powerful reasoning and learning
ability of neuro-fuzzy network, our traffic control system is more
efficient and more adaptive to real-time traffic condition.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Intersection and Lanes

We consider a typical intersection with four directions, i.e.,
north, south, east, and west, as shown in Fig. 1. In each direc-
tion, there are two lanes, for going forward and turning left,
respectively. Obviously, the path of a vehicle in the intersection
area is determined by the lane it is in.

The small dashed rectangle represents the core area of the
intersection. A vehicle in this area is called to be “passing” the
intersection. The large dashed rectangle represents the queue
area. A vehicle in this area is viewed as in the waiting queue to
pass the intersection.[Comp: Please set the below definition as
per style of theorem.]

Fig. 1. Intersection model.

Definition 1: [The concurrency/conflict relationship]. Ac-
cording to road rules, vehicles with crossing paths have to pass
the intersection mutual exclusively. Such vehicles are said to
be “conflicting.” Accordingly, the lanes of conflicting vehicles
are also conflicting with each other. On the other hand, vehicles
with noncrossing paths can pass the intersection simultaneously.
These vehicles and their lanes are to be “concurrent.” In Fig. 1,
each lane has two concurrent lanes, e.g., l0 , l1 , l4 are concurrent.

B. Vehicles and Controller

Each vehicle has a unique id, which can be the license plate
number. A vehicle can get the knowledge of its lane number
based on the digital map or other methods. It is assumed to
be able to detect the boundary of the queue/core area when it
crosses the boundary. (This can be realized via on road sensors
or positioning system like GPS.) Each vehicle is equipped with
anticollision or collision prevention component, so that emer-
gent braking is conducted automatically in case that vehicles
scheduling encounters failures.

There is an intersection controller deployed in the center (or
vicinity) of the intersection. Both vehicles and the controller
are equipped with wireless communication device and they can
communicate with each other as defined in wireless access in
vehicular environments/dedicated short range communications
standards.

We assume that the transmission range of the communicating
device is larger than the length of the queue area. That is, the
vehicles inside the queue area constitute a one-hop network
and each vehicle can communicate with the controller directly.
Wireless links are reliable and no packets will be lost.

IV. PROPOSED TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM

A. System Architecture

Our neuro-fuzzy traffic control system is shown in Fig. 2. It
consists of two parts: vehicle grouping and group scheduling.
The first part is in charge of dividing vehicles into groups. Since
vehicles arrive at the intersection sequentially, grouping is done
in an incremental way. That is, when a vehicle arrives, the con-
troller makes a decision, according to fuzzy rules, on whether
this vehicle should be included into the end group of the lane.
The group scheduling part is used to schedule vehicles to pass
the intersection based on fuzzy rules, in terms of vehicle groups,
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the neuro-fuzzy traffic control system.

i.e., the permit of passing intersection is always granted to the
head group of a lane.

There are three neural networks in our system. The evaluation
network is a two-layer feedforward neural network which
gathers information about vehicles in the intersection and
evaluates the performance actions selected by fuzzy controller
networks at last time step. The learning algorithm used in our
system mostly follows GARIC [1].

Both grouping and scheduling adopt a five-layer feedforward
neural fuzzy network, as shown in Fig. 2. According to the
output of evaluation network, these fuzzy controller networks
fine-tune fuzzy membership functions by updating their weight
parameters. At the same time, the evaluation network adjusts its
weight parameters.

B. Evaluation Network

The evaluation network is used to evaluate the goodness of the
action of fuzzy controller. It is a standard two-layer feedforward
network with h hidden layer cells and n input cells from the en-
vironment. Each input cell measures the queue length of waiting
vehicle at each lane. Each hidden layer cell collects weighted
inputs from the first layer and computes activated output using
a sigmoidal function:

yi = g

⎛
⎝

n∑
j=1

aji
∗QLj

⎞
⎠ (1)

where

g (s) =
1

1 + e−s
. (2)

The output layer of the evaluation network receives input val-
ues from both the input layer and the hidden layer. The output v
is a measurement of the goodness of the network, i.e., prediction
of future reinforcement [1]

v =
n∑

i=1

bi
∗QLi +

h∑
j=1

cj
∗ yj . (3)

The prediction of future reinforcement is combined with ex-
ternal performance measure to compute internal reinforcement
r̂:

r̂ (t) = r (t) + γv (t) − v (t − 1) . (4)

In (4), r(t) is the change in AWT between two successive
learning cycles, andϒ (0 �ϒ�1) indicates the discount rate to set
less significance on v at time t than that at the previous time step.
The internal reinforcement is used to guide the fuzzy controller
network in decision making. For example, if the system moves
from a state with low v to a state with high v, the positive change
can reinforce the selection of the action that caused this move.

Learning in evaluation network adopts the gradient descent
algorithm, as in common neural networks. If a positive (neg-
ative) internal reinforcement is received, network weights are
rewarded (punished) by changes in the direction that increases
(decreases) its contribution to the total sum. The weights of the
links connecting input and output are updated according to the
following:

bi [t + 1] = bi [t] + βr̂ [t + 1]QLi [t] (5)

where β= 0.1 is a constant and r̂[t + 1] the internal reinforce-
ment at time t+1.

The weights of the connections between the hidden layer cells
and the output cell are updated as follows:

ci [t + 1] = ci [t] + βr̂ [t + 1] yi [t] . (6)

The weights of the connections between input and hidden:

aij [t + 1] = aij [t] + βh r̂ [t + 1] yi [t] (1 − yi [t])

sgn (ci [t]) QLi [t] (7)

where βh0.3 and sgn() is a sign function.

C. Vehicle Grouping

The goal of intersection control is to reduce AWT and im-
prove fairness. Then, vehicle groups should have the following
properties.

1) Groups at concurrent lanes should have similar size. This
can improve the utility of intersection space and reduce
AWT.

2) The waiting time of vehicles in the same group should be
similar. This can help achieve high fairness.

To deal with the complexity and variation of traffic volume
at intersections, we adopt a neuro-fuzzy network to grouping
vehicles, as shown in Fig. 3. By updating the weight parameters
through reinforcement learning, the neuro-fuzzy network can fit
various traffic conditions.

1) Variables and Membership Functions: In vehicle
grouping, three fuzzy variables are used as input, which reflect
the current traffic condition at the intersection.

1) Group size (GSZ): the number of vehicles currently in
the ending group.

2) AWT: the AWT of the vehicles in the ending group.
3) Difference from concurrent groups (DIF): the difference

in size between the current group and its concurrent
groups.

The output of the fuzzy logic is benefit.
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Fig. 3. Neuro-fuzzy network for grouping.

4) Benefit (BNT): the benefit of including the current vehicle
into the ending group. Here, “benefit” refers to benefit
may be obtained in efficiency and fairness.

As shown in Fig. 3, each of the input variables has three
linguistic values, and the output fuzzy variable has five linguistic
values. The membership functions of all these linguistic values
are of the form of triangular function. By fine-tuning the position
of three corners of the triangular, the shape and location of the
membership function may change.

When vehicle i enters the queue area of intersection, it sends
a request message to the controller node. The request message
carries two data items: vehicle id and lane id. Upon receiving the
request message from vehicle i, the controller needs to decide
on which group i should be included into, based on the current
traffic status of the whole intersection.

First, the traffic controller examines current traffic condition
and gets measurement of three fuzzy input variables, i.e., GSZ,
AWT, and DIF. Then, the controller computes BNT through
neuro-fuzzy network with predefined fuzzy rule base. If the
output value is higher than a threshold value, the new vehicle
will be included into the ending group. Otherwise, a new group
is established for that vehicle. The fuzzy rule base is described
in the following section.

2) Fuzzy Rules Base and Fuzzy Inference: Table I
shows the fuzzy rule base for grouping, which infer the ben-
efit of including a newly arrived vehicle into the ending group.
The underlying idea in designing these rules is as follows.

1) Groups in concurrent lanes should have similar sizes.
2) Vehicles in the same group should have similar wait-

ing time, but different groups should have quite different
AWT.

For example, Rule 1: “if GSZ is Small and AWT is Short and
DIF is Smaller, then BNT is VeryHigh” indicates to increase
the current group so as to reduce the difference in GSZ. At the
same time, since AWT is short, the vehicles in the current group
arrived not a long time ago, and including the newly arrived
vehicle into the group will not affect fairness much. Therefore,
in such a case, the newly arrived vehicle should join the current
group rather than create new group.

Fuzzy inference is applied to combine these rules into a map-
ping from fuzzy input set to fuzzy output set. As described in

TABLE I
FUZZY RULES FOR GROUPING

No. Input Output

GSZ AWT DIF BNT

1 Small Short Smaller VeryHigh
2 Small Short Almost VeryHigh
3 Small Medium Smaller VeryHigh
4 Small Medium Almost VeryHigh
5 Small Long Smaller VeryHigh
6 Small Long Almost VeryHigh
7 Medium Short Smaller VeryHigh
8 Medium Short Almost Normal
9 Medium Short Longer Low
10 Medium Medium Smaller High
11 Medium Medium Almost Normal
12 Medium Medium Longer Low
13 Medium Long Smaller High
14 Medium Long Almost Normal
15 Medium Long Longer Low
16 Large Short Almost Low
17 Large Short Longer Low
18 Large Medium Almost Low
19 Large Medium Longer VeryLow
20 Large Long Any VeryLow

Section III, for each rule in the rule base, cell in layer 3 computes
the firing strength by combining all the membership degrees of
antecedent labels in the rule through softmin operation. For the
consequent part, cell in layer 4 computes the defuzzified value
according to the firing strength supplied to it. Local mean-of-
maximum is used as the defuzzification method. Finally, the
output is the sum of all the defuzzified values, weighted by rule
firing strength values.

3) Learning in Vehicle Grouping: As mentioned earlier,
we adopt reinforcement learning as the learning algorithm of
our neuro-fuzzy network for vehicle grouping. In our system,
the output of evaluation network v is a measurement of the
performance of our system. Thus, the goal of vehicle grouping
is to maximize v. The action taken by the neuro-fuzzy network
can be denoted as Fp (x), where x is system input and p is
the vector of weight parameters of the network, i.e., the weight
parameters on the connection between layers 1 and 2 and those
between layers 3 and 4. Hence, the objective of learning is fine-
tuning p so as to maximize v. The can be done by gradient
descent, which estimates the derivative ∂v/∂p, and uses the
following learning rule to update the parameter value

pnew = p + η
∂v

∂p
= p + η

∂v

∂F

∂F

∂p
. (8)

The dependence of v on F is indirect, because both of them
are state specific. Since ∂v/∂F is hard to compute, it is approx-
imated as follows, where sgn() is a sign function

∂v

∂F
= sgn

(
v (t) − v (t − 1)
F (t) − F (t − 1)

)
. (9)

Since F is known and differentiable, ∂F/∂p is much easier
to compute. In the following formula, Con(Rj ) and Ant(Rj ) are
the consequent and antecedent labels used by rule j. A label V is
parameterized by pv , which represents any one of the parameters
of the membership function of that label. F is a weighted sum
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of all individual rule output as follows:

F =
∑

i wifi∑
i wi

. (10)

where fi and wi denote the output and firing strength of rule I,
respectively.

As discussed in Section III, several rules may use the same
linguistic value as their consequent label. For consequent labels
V with parameter pv , all rules i which use V in their consequent
part have to be taken account:

∂F

∂pv
=

∑
v ∈ Con(Ri )

∂F

∂fi

∂fi

∂pv

=
1∑20

j=1 wj

∑
v ∈ Con(Ri )

wi
∂fi

∂pv
. (11)

In (11),
∑20

j=1 wj is the summation of firing strength of all
the rules in rule base and ∂fi/∂pv is based on the form of
membership function and the defuzzification method.

For antecedent labels, the calculation is similar but it requires
a few more pass of the derivative of chain rule. The action
depends on the degrees wi , which in turn depend on the mem-
bership degree μi generated in layer 2

∂F

∂pv
=

∂F

∂μv

∂μv

∂pv
=

⎛
⎝ ∑

v ∈Ant(Ri )

∂F

∂wi

∂wi

∂μv

⎞
⎠ ∂μv

∂pv
(12)

∂F

∂wi
=

fi + wi
∂fi

∂wi
− F

∑20
j=1 wj

. (13)

Similarly,
∑20

j=1 wj is the sum of firing strength of all the
rules in rule base. ∂fi/∂wi depends on defuzzification method
and ∂μv/∂pv is based on the form of membership function.
Since we use softmin operation to get firing strength, ∂wi/∂μv
can be computed as follows:

∂wi

∂μv
=

e−kμv (1 + k (wi − μv ))∑
i e−kμi

(14)

where
∑

i e−kμi is calculated by going through membership
degrees of all the antecedent linguistic labels in rule i.

D. Group Scheduling

The group scheduling of our algorithm is used to grant permit
of passing intersection. The pseudocode of the algorithm is listed
as Algorithm 1. Obviously, only the head groups at different
lanes are candidates for the next passing. The metric of urgency
degree (UD) is used to select next group.

The algorithm first computes UD of each head group using
fuzzy logic and the head group with the highest UD is selected as
the next to pass. The UDs of two concurrent groups are then com-
pared and the one with higher degree is also granted with permit.

Two fuzzy variables are used as input in group scheduling,
i.e., GSZ and AWT. The output is UD. The fuzzy rule base is

ALGORITHM 1:
GROUP SCHEDULING.

For Vehicles

//For each vehicle i
On Receiving PERMIT(plt):
if (i ∈ plt)

move and pass the intersection;
On exiting form the intersection
if (i is the last in the group of plt)

send EXIT(i, lid) to the controller;

For the controller

On Receiving EXIT(i, lid):
delete group of i from plt;
if (plt is empty)

go to ScheduleNext;
ScheduleNext:
for (each head group)

compute UD using fuzzy logic;
select the head group with highest UD
select the concurrent group with higher UD
construct plt;
broadcast PERMIT(plt);

TABLE II
FUZZY RULE BASE FOR UD

No. Input Output

GSZ AWT UD

1 Small Short VeryLow
2 Small Medium Low
3 Small Long High
4 Medium Short Low
5 Medium Medium Normal
6 Medium Long VeryHigh
7 Large Short Normal
8 Large Medium High
9 Large Long VeryHigh

shown in Table II. The structure and learning algorithm for the
neuro-fuzzy is similar to that of vehicle grouping.

After the next group and its concurrent group are selected,
the controller will broadcast a PERMIT message to vehicles.
This message contains the list of two groups of vehicles being
granted permit, denoted by plt.

When the vehicles receive the PERMIT message, those in
plt will start to pass the intersection. Of course, vehicles in the
same group need to pass intersection one by one. The list plt
also shows which vehicle is the last one in the group.

Then, when the last vehicle in the granted group exits from
the intersection, it will send an EXIT message to the controller.
After the controller receives EXIT from the last vehicle in each
group granted, one pass is completed and the next group will
be scheduled. In this way, the controller is capable of adapting
the traffic signal phase sequentially according to the changing
traffic flow condition.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We examined the performance of our proposed algorithm by
simulations. Since our approach is based on VANET, we conduct
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TABLE III
FUZZY RULE BASE FOR UD

Parameters Values

Territory of Intersection 100 m ∗ 100 m
Transmission range 120 m
Communication protocol (MAC) IEEE 802.11 p
Time of passing core area 3 s
Capacity of intersection 64 vehicles/min
Volume-to-capacity ratio (v/c) 0.5–0.9
Simulation time 18 000 s

simulations using the popular network simulator ns3. In our sim-
ulation, we implemented four different algorithms: 1) the pro-
posed neuro-fuzzy group-based algorithm with reinforcement
learning (FuzzyGroupLearning); 2) group-based control algo-
rithm without learning (FuzzyGroup); 3) fuzzy logic-based al-
gorithm without grouping (NoGroup); and 4) an adaptive traf-
fic light control algorithm (AdaptiveLight) [18]. In the Adap-
tiveLight algorithm, the traffic light facility is simulated by a
centralized control node and the permit to pass intersection is
scheduled according to green signal time assigned. We choose
this algorithm as the baseline because it is more efficient than
other detection-based ones. We do not simulate intelligent al-
gorithms because they assume quite different models from our
work and hard to implement.

A. Simulation Setup

We simulated an intersection with eight lanes as in Fig. 1,
with IEEE 802.11 p as the communication protocol. The major
parameters involved are listed in Table III. The area of intersec-
tion is set to be 100 m × 100 m. The transmission range of the
communication device is set to be 120 m. All the vehicles in
intersection area can communicate with each other directly. The
control node is deployed in the center of the intersection. The
simulation time is set to 5 h, which is long enough to show
the difference in performance of the four algorithms.

Same as in existing works, we vary the volume-to-capacity
ratio v/c of each road to examine performance under different
traffic load levels, and the capacity of the intersection is set to
be 64 vehicles/min. The v/c value in our simulations is ranged
from 0.5 to 0.9, a quite large range of traffic load.

Besides traffic load level, we also set two different traffic
patterns based on the observation of real world traffic. The first
one is the uniform pattern, where all the lanes have the same
traffic load level. This pattern is the simplest and popular in
existing works. The second pattern is backbone road pattern,
where the horizontal (or west–east) road is 50% higher than the
vertical one. Such an imbalanced pattern is more complex than
the uniform one.

Moreover, to make the traffic more reasonable, vehicles arrive
in a random way, following the Poisson distribution, with the
mean value set according to different traffic patterns.

B. Simulation Results

Following existing works, performance of traffic control algo-
rithms is measured using two metrics for efficiency and fairness,
respectively.

Fig. 4. AWT.

1) AWT: the average time duration from the arrival a vehicle
to the moment it gets permit to pass intersection.

2) Waiting time variance (WTV): the variance of waiting
time of vehicles. This metric is used to show the fairness
of the traffic control algorithm.

1) AWT: The results of AWT under different traffic load
levels and traffic patterns are shown in Fig. 4. Roughly, a vehicle
needs to wait for tens of seconds to pass the intersection. The
waiting time increases with the increase of traffic load. This is
expected. High traffic load will certainly cause more vehicles
to wait for passing and then longer waiting time. Traffic pattern
also affects the value of AWT significantly. Comparing the two
figures in Fig. 4, we can see AWT in uniform pattern is smaller
than backbone pattern. This indicates that nonuniform pattern
is complex and difficult to handle.

Now, let us compare the four algorithms. In most cases,
AdaptiveLight performs the worst, while the fuzzy group with
learning algorithm is the best. This shows the benefit of VANET-
based approaches. AdaptiveLight estimates traffic volume based
on data from detectors. With VANET, accurate traffic volume
data rather than estimation can be obtained and better scheduling
is done.

However, AdaptiveLight is not always the worst. The per-
formance difference among different algorithms is significantly
affected by traffic volume level. More precisely, under low traffic
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levels, the disadvantage of AdaptiveLight is much more obvi-
ous than that under high traffic levels. This can be explained
as follows. Under low traffic volumes, the error of the volume
estimation in AdaptiveLight is large, so the scheduling of Adap-
tiveLight is inefficient. With the vehicle arrival rate increasing,
the accuracy of volume estimation also increases and the differ-
ence between AdaptiveLight and other algorithm is reduced.

More interestingly, when v/c reaches 0.9, the performance of
AdaptiveLight is even better than FuzzyGroup and NoGroup.
This indicates that, under heavy traffic load, predefined mem-
bership functions for scheduling in FuzzyGroup and NoGroup
cannot work efficiently. On the other hand, the Fuzzy-
GroupLearning algorithm always outperforms others, which
confirms the benefit of adaptive membership functions.

Comparing FuzzyGroup with NoGroup, we can see that
FuzzyGroup works better than NoGroup in most cases. The
difference between these two algorithms becomes more obvi-
ous under high traffic load levels. With more vehicles arrive, the
waiting queue becomes longer. The proposed grouping algo-
rithm divides the vehicles into different groups so that groups at
concurrent lanes have similar size. As discussed in Section IV,
similar GSZ at concurrent lanes improves the utility of inter-
section space and reduces AWT. The simulation result clearly
validates the benefit of grouping vehicles. More importantly,
FuzzyGroupLearning fine tunes the membership functions of
fuzzy controllers according to real-time traffic condition. This
adaptive grouping ability increases the efficiency of a traffic
controller. This is why, FuzzyGroupLearning performs better
than other scheduling algorithms.

2) WTV (Fairness): The results of WTV, i.e., fairness are
plotted in Fig. 5. Same as AWT, WTV also increases with the
increase of traffic load level in all traffic patterns. This is also
expected and easy to understand. The effect of traffic pattern
is also obvious. AWT in backbone pattern is larger than that in
uniform patterns. Because the traffic volume in backbone roads
is much higher, vehicles in these roads have to wait longer,
resulting in larger WTV.

Like AWT, WTV of NoGroup and FuzzyGroup is better than
AdaptiveLight under low traffic volume. With grouping, vehi-
cles with similar waiting time are schedule together, so the vari-
ance of waiting time is much smaller. However, under higher
traffic volume, AdaptiveLight outperforms NoGroup and Fuzzy-
Group. The reason for this is similar: predefined membership
functions are not suitable under various traffic conditions. With
reinforcement learning, FuzzyGroupLearning adapts its group-
ing and scheduling strategies to deal with real-time traffic con-
dition. The WTV of FuzzyGroupLearning is smaller than other
algorithms, which clearly shows the effectiveness of adaptive
grouping and scheduling in fairness.

3) Summary of Simulations: The simulation results have
shown that our proposed neuro-fuzzy group-based intersection
control algorithm is effcient and fair. It outperforms Adpative-
Light, NoGroup, and FuzzyGroup in all cases of traffic levels
and traffic patterns. Espeically, the difference between NoGroup
and our algorithm directly show the effectiveness of vehicle
grouping.

Fig. 5. WTV.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the intersection control problem for
smart transportation systems in smart cities. Different from ex-
isting works, we propose to divide the waiting vehicles in a lane
into different groups. The permission of passing intersection is
then granted in terms of vehicle groups, via V2I communica-
tions. The major challenge lies in determining the appropriate
groups based on real-time traffic conditions, with respect to re-
quirements of AWT and fairness. We adopt neuro-fuzzy network
to do the grouping and also the group scheduling. Furthermore,
we apply reinforcement learning to fine-tuning the parameters
of the network and make it adaptive to various traffic conditions.
Grouping vehicles makes our intersection control algorithm ef-
ficient and fair, especially in high dynamic traffic flows. Such
advantages have been validated via extensive simulations.

Group-based intersection control is a novel approach and
more efforts need to be made for better solutions. Possible di-
rections include improving the grouping fuzzy rules with other
machine learning techniques, considering more complex sce-
narios of multiple intersections.
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